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Effective clinical supply management requires being able to see, anticipate, and instantly adapt to the rapidly  
changing needs of clinical trials. Clinical supply planners (CSPs) need fast access to data and calculations to 
provide accurate answers that impact supply chain decisions. 
YPrime offers a simple-to-use standalone clinical supply forecasting solution that enables CSPs to make sound business 
decisions from early stages prior to study start. 

As a module that exists within YPrime’s IRT platform, the end-to-end solution addresses the entire clinical supply 
forecasting, budgeting, and planning landscape. The two-way flow of data enables planners and operations staff to set 
effective resupply strategies, anticipate and mitigate risks, and leverage opportunities throughout the entire clinical trial so 
that patients never miss a dose and drug waste is reduced.
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Standalone Solution 

End-to-End Forecasting, Planning, Monitoring, and Accountability Solution

Clinical Supply Forecasting
Real-time visibility to plan, adapt, and optimize the entire clinical supply chain
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Inform forecasting 
decisions for inventories, 
shipments, patient 
demand and more by 
accessing the advanced 
forecasting portal 
directly from YPrime’s IRT 
platform.

 

Exclusive two-way logic 
— forecasting module 
consumes IRT data and 
pushes suggestions 
back to the IRT platform 
to optimize resupply 
strategies.  

 
 

Optimize IRT 
configuration and set 
inventory strategies 
through study conclusion 
based on study actuals 
and upload them into your 
clinical supply plan.  

Direct two-way flow of 
data between forecasting 
and IRT ensures near 
real-time calculations 
and data output that 
informs decision making 
with 99.9% equivalence 
between IRT and 
forecasting resupply 
algorithms. 

Data is presented on 
dashboards that are easy 
to read and interpret and 
available for download, 
so that interpretation of 
complex algorithms is not 
required and decision-
making remains in your 
hands, not in the hands of 
third-party consultants. 

During early protocol 
development, create 
and compare multiple 
models based on study 
assumptions and  
evolving feasibility.

Prior to study start,  
refine demand forecasting 
model and supply plan 
based on updated study 
design  
and supply variables.

Effectively manage spend 
and plan for distribution 
by accurately forecasting 
what needs  
to be manufactured for 
your study.

Standalone Forecasting Solution

End-to-End Forecasting, Planning, and Monitoring Solution


